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ADEQUATE FAMILIES OF SETS AND FUNCTION SPACES 
A.G. LEIOERNAN 
Abstract; Let X be an Eberlein-Grothendieck s space possessing the only 
one nonisolated point. In this paper we show that the space X is completely 
described in terms of adequate families of sets. As an application it is prd-
ved that for this space X the space C (X) is K-analytic (a Lindelbf 2E-space) 
iff X satisfies some property (A) (is a Lindelbf 2E-space). Other applicati-
ons concerning the space C (K), where K is a Corson compact, are obtained. 
Key words: Eberlein-Grothendieck's space, adequate family of sets,3C-
analytic space, Lindelbf 2E-space. 
Classification: 54C40 
Introduction. Recall the following definition [11,163. 
Definition. Let T be a set. A family Ci of its subsets is called adequ-
ate if it satisfies the following conditions: 
i) UL contains all one-point subsets of T; 
ii) A subset A of T belongs to CC iff every finite subset of A belongs 
to U . 
Put X=X^= *XA:A c C ^ c S )
1 , 
where %> is the characteristic function of A. The space X is closed in SO , 
hence X is a compact. We shall call X an adequate compact. 
Using this simple idea, the number of concrete examples of Corson comp-
acts are obtained now. Namely, it is shown that all classes of Corson, Gul'ko, 
Talagrand, Eberlein and uniform Eberlein compacts are strictly different (cf. 
113 ,[23,£3.3,163). Moreover, an adequate Corson compact which has no dense me-
trizable subspaces is constructed 171. 
Thus, the notion of an adequate family of sets is applied as a source of 
counterexamples. 
On the other hand, M. Bell 141 studied the inner topological properties 
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of an arbitrary centered compact which is a continuous image of an adequate 
compact. He proved that many important properties of dyadic compacts are 
preserved for the class of centered compacts. 
In this paper we show that adequate families of sets are arised natur-
ally in the studying of Eberlein-Grothendieck's spaces X possessing the only 
one nonisolated point (Proposition 1). As an application it is proved that 
for this simplest space X the space C (X) is 3T-analytic (a Lindelbf S-spa-
ce) iff X satisfies some property (A) (is a Lindelbf X-space) (Theorems 2, 
3). 
Note that the set satisfying the property (.A) is similar to the classi-
cal coanalytic set. 
Other applications are concerned with the space C (K), where K is a Cor-
son compact. In particular, if K is a Corson compact, then there exists a sub-
space Y c C (K) which separates points 
quate families of sets (Proposition 4). 
of K and is described in terms of ade 
Terminology and notation. Our terminology is standard. The symbol €*) 
stands for the set of natural numbers; R is the real line; |T| denotes the 
cardinality of a set T; 1= £0,13 is the closed segment; 2> =-(0,1$ stands for 
the two-point discrete space. 
For spaces X, Y we denote by C (X,Y) the space of all continuous functi-
ons on X to Y endowed with the pointwise topology. If Y=R, we use the symbol 
Cp(X). 
Recall that the Corson compact is a compact subspace of 
X.(R,T)=4x€RT:|supp x\ i *Q\9 
where supp x= $t £T:x(t)* 0\. 
The space X is called an Eberlein-Grothendieck's space (EG-space) if 
XcC (Y) for some compact Y [93. 
In this paper the symbol 2. stands for the set of all infinite sequen-
ces of natural numbers a ^ ; S= u><co consists of finite sequences. For seS, 
r t l we write s -4 0 if s is an initial segment of 6*. 
A completely regular space Z is Jft-analytic if for some compact Kol the-
re exists the family of compacts-iF:s 6Si, F cK such that 
z= u. rvF . 
*« s, *4* $ 
If SI is replaced by any 21'c 21 > we obtain the definition of a Linde-
lbf X -space. 
We shall use the notion of the perfect class of spaces. The class (P of 
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spaces is ¥; -perfect if it is closed under the operations of countable pro-
ducts, continuous images and closed subspaces. Consequently, (P is closed un-
der countable unions and intersections 183. 
Both classes of .K-analytic spaces and Lindelbf IS-spaces are VJ -perf-
ect. 
If X= U-iX :n € col, where each X is a compact, then X has the type 
Kg ; if X= O C Y :n c col, where each Y has the type K 6 , then X has the ty-
pe K^*. 
Results. Throughout the paper X=T u - t x l is the space in which all points 
t e T are isolated. Put J=-£FcT: F is closed in Xf. Evidently, the topology 
of X is completely characterized by the ideal J. If the ideal J has a.base 
which is an adequate family, then we shall say that X is a space generated 
by an adequate family of sets or X is an adequate space. 
Proposition* 1• Let X=T u £*1 be a space possessing the only one noniso-
lated point * . Then X is an EG-space if and only if the ideal J is a count-
able union of adequate families. 
Proof: (if). By V.V. Uspenskii's theorem 19}, X is an EG-space iff the 
space Cp(X,S))=-CfeC (X,9>): f ( * ) = 0 l h a s the type K e . Assume that J= 
= t l f f l l ^ . n ecol, where each Ot is an adequate family. Then Y = * i X A : A 6 ^ n ? 
n n n " i • 
is a compact and clearly C°(X,3))= U i Y n : n e o>J. 
(only i f ) . Suppose that C°(X,3))= U{YR:n e col , where each Yp is a com-
pact. Without loss of generality we can assume that the compact ^XJ+J *-t e Tl u 
u-COl l ies in each Y . 
Put a n = < A c T : 3 « B * Y n , AcBl. 
Obviously, J= U-CC/tn:n e, col . To prove that Ot is an adequate family 
it is enough to check the following condition: if BcT is such that M € C|n 
for any finite McB, then B « 01 R. For any finite M cB put 11.= -{fe Yn: 
:fL s i . Then IL is a closed subspace of Y and since ^ M>€ Y for some 
M * D M , we conclude that the family C=^lL:McB, |M|<cjftnfis centered. There-
fore, H P 4- 0. If ic c A | , then BcC, i.e. B e <Kn> The proof is finish-
ed. 
Theorem 2. Let X=T u { * l be an EG-space possessing the only one noniso-
lated point rt. . Then C (X) is 3C-analytic if and only if X satisfies the fol-
lowing property (.A): 





C T S 2 if ^ S 2 ; 
ii) U-lT_:s-ee?=T for any € e-E; 
iii) if U is a neighbourhood of * in X, then 
|T_n(X\U)|< JK fo r some S't-E and every s -£ C . 
Proof: F i r s t , we show the necessity. It is easy to check that the space 
C (X) is homeomorphic to the following space 
Y=C°(X,(-1,1))= f f«C (X,(-l,l)):f(*)=0|. 
Y lies natu ral ly in compact I , consequently, by the $C -analyticity of Y, 
there exists a countable family {F :s € S \ consisting of compacts F cl such 
that F_ c F c , if s,-4s9 and Y= \J^ Q F (cf. _10_). Denote by 
s« s, 1 _ u c JS- *MO s 
U 
t=^f Cl
T:|f(t)|<ll. Put V - C t € T : F _ c U t i . 
Then the family -fT :seSl is as desired . The condition i) is evidently 
f u l f i l l e d . Let us prove i i ) . 
By the definition, Hi F :s A #} c Y c U. holds fo r any tfe-ST , tcT. 
T T 
Since Ut is open in I , and F , scS are compact in I , we get that F cU, 
for some s -* 6* , so 16 T . 
' s 
To show iii) assume the contrary: there exists a neighbourhood U of *. 
in X such that fo r any _/ e _£ there exists s(A) J & fo r which the set 
T /.vnA is infinite, where A=X\U. It follows easily that the set _r.(F )= 
= £f(t):f c F \ is a compact lying in (-1,1), therefore 3r\(F )c(-p(t,s), 
5&(t,s)) fo r some J>(t,s) c(0,l). Renumbering all T , fo r which |T ri A12r _§-. 
holds, by C,,C9,..., we put A =C nA. Applying the infinity of A , choose by 
the induction the sequence \t :nc_j|cT such that t,eA,, t eA \it,,... 
...,t A for every n € CO . As it has been noted, fo r any n £ <o there ex-
ists «o(n,s)e(0,D such that |f(t )|< <p(n,s) fo r every feF , where C=T . 
Since A is a closed discfete subset of X, and B= {t : n € w ] c A , then the 
function f, defined by f(t )=/p(n,s), f L . ~ . _ _ 0 , is contained in Y. 
Clea r l y , f * / M F :s-fffi fo r some €f e _£ . By assumption, there exists 
s=s(A)-^ €T such that the set T nA is infinite, i.e. T =C fo r some n € c_>. 
Finally, since t e T , it follows that |f(t )| < p(n,s), which is a contra-
diction. 
Remark 1. We emphasize that the assumption that X is an EG-space is 
not used in this reasoning, so this assumption may be omitted in the d i rect 
implication. 
Let us prove the converse implication. By Proposition 1 there exists a 
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sequence of adequate families {Ot :n €o$such that any subset AcT is clos-
ed in X iff A e OL for some n e o> . We can assume that C£ c C£ , for 
n n n+i 
every n « co . 
Once more note that C (X)« Y=C°(X,(-1,1)). Put 
Yp= {f€Y:supp f € Olnh Z= l j - tY n : n e o*. 
Then Z is uniformly dense in Y in the following sense: for any f£Y, 
g. > 0 there exists geZ such that |f(t)-g(t)|< €- for each t€T. 
Indeed, f(# )=0 and the set A=X\ f_1(- e,S) lies in T and is closed in 
X, therefore A € Clt for some n « c-> and g=f x. JCAeYn is as required. 
It suffices to prove that Z is a 3C-analytic space. To prove this claim 
we shall use a reasoning of A. Arhangel skii C83. Consider the set 
M =4fcIT:3g*Z,|f(t)-g(t)U i VtcT?. 
Then M is a continuous image of Zx[- •---,—J. On the other hand, since the li-
mit of the uniformly converging sequence of continuous functions is a contin-
uous function, the uniform density of Z in Y yields that Y=fUM :n 6 col. 
Thus, by & -perfectness of the class of 3C-analytic spaces, we conclude the 
claim. 
tic. 
Finally, our proof will be finished if we show that each Y is ' 'iC-analy-
Put KR= *f €l
T:supp f e OL \ 
Then K is a compact. Indeed, let gc.1 \K and C=supp g. Since C ^ OL , ap-
plying the definition of the adequate family, we get that B ^ OL for some 
finite BcC. Consider UB= TT Ut, where Ut=I\lO|, if teB and Ut=I, if t$B. 
Then Ug is an open neighbourhood of g, and U« c I \ K i.e., K is a closed 
subspace of I . 
Let T* -Tu^*^be the adequate space generated by the adequate family 
01 . It is clear that the topology of T* is contained in the topology of X, 
therefore T * satisfies the property ( JL). We assume that the sequence 
•{T^sfcSl is a witness of this fact. For each s$S and m e o> we define 
S 
s,m 
Obviously, F„ m is a compact; F__ has a type L . so it is enough to pro-s,m s « 
ve that Y = AJ r V F . n e'eX.M* s 
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For f « Y there ex i s t s tfeiS. such tha t |supp f O T S I * > V , f o r each s - f ^ . 
Consequently, f * F _ _ , * f o r some m(s)ec«> , and f e f K F ^ s X C S • I f 
s.mvsj s 
g e K \ Y then | g ( t ) [ = l f o r some t c T . For any <T t "2E. there ex i s t s s - t ^ 
such tha t t € T , hence g 4 ^ -> o r e a c n m € ^ a n i - 9 • J^*- ^ *> ^c • ^ n e 
s s,m OCJE A«-JO S 
proof is finished. 
It is easy to §ee that the space X satisfying the property (.A) is a Lin-
delbf 51-space. Moreover, the slight modification of the previous proof allows 
to obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3. Let X be an EG-space possessing the only one nonisolated 
point. Then C (X) is a Lindelbf 2_ -space if and only if X is a Lindelbf X -
space. 
Remark 2. As in Theorem 2, the necessity is valid without assumption 
that X is an EG-space. 
Example 1. There exists a space X such that C_(X,I) has the type K̂ ,- but 
P od 
C (X) is not even a Lindelbf 2E-space. 
Let X=T v •£**$ be any adequate space generated by the adequate family Ct • 
Denote by 01 the adequate family consisting of all finite less than n uni-
ons of elements of 01 . Put Y_= -CfeC (XsI):Tf1 supp f c <#_*, n & CO . 
Repeating the reasoning of Theorem 2 we can prove that each Y is a com-
pact and Y=lMY :n e o h s uniformly dense in C (X,I). Therefore, C (X,I) has 
the type K^y- . But taking any X which is not a Lindelbf X-space (cf. 163), 
applying Theorem 2, we obtain that C (X) is not a Lindelbf 2E-space, too. 
There exists an adequate space which satisfies the property (A) but is 
not IK-analytic. 
Example 2. We shall use the example of M. Talagrand 121. Let $ be the 
set of all finite strictly increasing sequences on <0 . We define on $ the 
usual order: s^t iff n*m and s.=t. for all i^n, where s=(s,,...,s ), 
Denote by T the set of all trees X c $ which satisfy the following pro-
perty: if t#X and s it then scX. We shall identify T with the set of all 
characteristic functions of its elements. It is easy to check that T_ is clo-
<_ ° 
sed in &w , hence T is a compact metric space. Let T,cT be the set of 
trees containing an infinite branch. It is known that T, is an analytic set 
C23. 
.Given a tree X we denote by V (X) the set of trees Y such that X H $ = 
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=Y A $ , where $ is the set of finite increasing sequences of integers 
less than or equal to n. The sets V (X) form a basis of neighbourhoods of X. 
Let Jl be the set of finite subsets B c T which are of the following 
type: B can be expressed as -tY?,...,Y \f where for some X€T and 
(s1,...,sn)eX, we have Y i€V s (X) for all i^n. 
We denote by A, the smallest adequate family which contains A . Fin-
ally, T = T o \ T p tt = -iAcT:Ae^ 1?. 
It is shown in 12] that the adequate space T* generated by the adequa-
te family CI is a Lindeldf 2. -space but is not tK-analytic. 
We claim that T* satisfies the property (/I). In order to prove this 
fact we shall use two lemmas, the first of them is proved by M. Talagrand 121. 
Lemma 1. Let A e JL . Then each limit point of A belongs to T,. 
Lemma 2. Let A € .A, be an infinite set. Then A has the only one limit 
point. 
Proof: Assume on the contrary that A e A* has two distinct limit points 
X and Y. Since the sequence {V (Z):n e a>$ forms a basis of neighbourhoods of 
Z, there exists m e co such that V (X)fi V (Y)=0. Let us note the next fact: 
for any point ZcT Q, Vm(X)A Vm(Z)+0 and Vm(Y)A Vm(Z)4»0 do not hold simulta-
neously, otherwise, Zfe Vm(X)H Vm(Y). Let iX^.i e oo\ c Vm(X), tY^i e o>kVm(Y) 
be two sequences converging to X and Y respectively. Consider the set 
C= {X, ,Y, ,...,X ,YmJ. Since C € Jl,, there exists B € Jl such that Cc B. If 
*• 1' 1' ' m' m * 1* o 
B= £Z,,... ,Z.$, then by the definition of A , there exist ZeT and an ele-
ment (s, ,...,s.)€ Z such that Z-€ V (Z) for all i^ k. One can assume that 
Yi=Zg(i)> Xi=Zp(i) for some 9(i),P(i)^k. 
Clearly, the collection -Sp(i),g(i)} consists of pairwise different p o i n t s . 
Consequently, applying the definition of (s, , . . . , s , ) as a strictly increasing 
sequence of integers, we conclude that there exist indexes i and j such that 
s p ( i ) 2 m - %(j)im-So-
V z p( i )« v s p ( i ) (
z > c V z ^ 
Yto'W^Vz,, 
therefore, Vm(Z)0 Vm(X)4-0, V (Z)f\ V (Y) + 0, which is impossible as it has 
been noted. 
Let us prove that T* satisfies the property (A). We know that T, is 
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analytic. Let P(T-O v be the set of all nonempty finite subsets of T, endo-
wed by Vietoris topology. Clearly, tP(T,)y is the continuous image of 
© T? under the mapping j= © j . where 
V ( V - * n ) H x l n̂ ' 
The class of analytic sets is invariant under the operations of countable 
unions and continuous images, therefore $*(T-)V is analytic. Moreover, from 
the classical results of the descriptive theory we conclude that there exists 
a countable family &(J )., of open sets in-{U_:scS? such that U c U if 
s0-< s, and ^P(T, X,= LJ A U [103. One can assume that each u\ is of the l l I V rc-£ *<€ s s 
standard form, that is, U ={Bfe9(T ):B c .U, U., BOU. + 0 V i * n}, where U. 
s v 0 vs 4 -> 1 1 
is open in T . Put V = . 0 U.. Then V„ is open in T , too. It is easy to see O S v»1 l s r o' 
that T-= eM--, O . V . besides V c Ve if s0-<s,, and for any finite BcT, 
1 o 12. d-\v S S-. Sn Z X 1 
there exists 0 e IE such that B c (Wg.s -< $1 . 
We denote by T =T\V for each scS. Let us prove that the family 
-iT :s€ S\ is as required. The condition i) of the property (A) is evident; 
T fl A*tV :s -< 6* I =0 yields the condition ii). To show iii), suppose that AcT 
is infinite and closed in T* . It follows that A=.CX A., where A-c OL . Ap-
plying Lemmas 1, 2, we get that each A. has the only limit point which belongs 
to the set T,. Denote by B the set of all limit points of A. Then B is finite 
and BcT,. There is tf^S such that Be fKV :s-< €T| . The set V is a neigh-
bourhood of B for any s -i 0 , therefore A W is finite. This means that 
|A A T |< y; for any s -< €> . 
The next problem is arised naturally. 
Problem. Does there exist an adequate space which is a Lindelbf 2L-space 
but does not satisfy the property ( J t ) ? 
G.A. Sokolov £53 proved that for any Corson compact K there exists a sub-
space Yc C (K) which separates points of K and has some special structure. 
Our Proposition 1 gives a new more detailed information. The following result 
shows that any Cqrson compact in some sense can be studied by adequate comp-
acts. 
Preposition 4. Let K be a Corson compact. Then there exists a subspace 
Y c C (K) which separates points of K and is of the following form: 
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Y= lHYn:n € co\ , where Y* =Ynu{0} is closed in C (K), YR consists of isola-
ted points in Y* , and there is a sequence of adequate families {6l n : 
:m£co$ generating the topology of Y* for each n e <*> . 
We shall establish an application of our results. 
Theorem 5. Let K be a Corson compact. If C (C (K)) is a Lindelbf Z -
space, then C (K) is a Lindelbf 2 -space, too. 
Proof: First, we find the space Yc C (K) and adequate families { (&n m { 
as in Proposition 4. Then, by Theorem 3, we get that Y is a Lindelbf 2E -spa-
ce, consequently C (K) is a Lindelbf 2E -space, too. 
Remark. All the results of this paper are obtained in the year 1984.* Re-
cently I was informed by 0. Okunev that he had proved some strong strengthen-
ing of Theorem 3 and had shown that Theorem 5 is valid for any compact (to 
appear). 
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